While the research and preparation of this book was
MASSIVE, we understand that there is an
unbelievable amount of work that still needs
documenting in this area.
We’ve tried our best to present the most accurate and
reliable information possible, and hope this will be
beneficial to you in your research.
We realize that knowing what production codes are
and how to identify them is just the first step. NOW,
you need the codes to help you identify that unknown
still.
We have two tools to help you with that problem:
(1) Movie Still Identification Book; and
(2) The Website www.MovieStillID.com.

Movie Still Identification Book
The first tool is the 2013 Edition of our Movie Still
Identification Book. This 5th edition has 45,400 codes
to help you with your identification problems. We
have tried to make the process as simple as possible.
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Here are the instructions to show you how easy it is
to use our Movie Still Identification Book.
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For this edition, we wanted to help you identify your
still. So you simply:
Get your code;
Look it up in the appropriate code log;
See who used that particular code – PERIOD.
Before we break down the columns, there are TWO (2)
sections: Letters and Numbers. If the production
code on the unidentified still STARTS with a letter, go
to the Letter Section. If the code STARTS with a
number, go to the Numbers Section.
You will see the same five columns in each section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Code
Title/Name
Director/Type
Studio/Distributor
Year

Let’s take a look at each column.
Code
The code refers to the letter/number code etched on
the still that you are trying to identify. We have
production codes, portrait codes, series codes, and
studio codes. All are together and in either
alphabetical - alpha/numeric order (in the Letters
Section) or numeric - numeric/alpha order (in the
Numbers Section), There are some numbers that
start with zero (“0”) which comes before 1.
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Title/Name
This column has the film title, personality name or
studio name. But there are several additional codes
included in the column.
a. Major aka’s are in parenthesis beside the
title.
b. For a major release from a different country,
the country code is included, i.e. (“IT”) Italy;
(“UK”) United Kingdom; (“FR”) France;
(“GER”) Germany; (“JAP”) Japan; (“SP”)
Spain, etc.
c. Animation – (“t”) We marked as many as we
could during editing.
d. Shorts – (“sh”) - We marked as many as we
could during editing.
e, Original year – when a reissue had a
different number, we put the original year
by the title.
f.

Working titles have an (*) asterisk at the
end of the title

Director/Type
The primary director is listed in all capital letters.
When it is a portrait, series or studio code, they are
shown in small letters.
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Studio/Distributor
The major distributor is listed (NOT the production
company) for production codes. For portrait, series or
studio codes, we tried to list the major studio when
available.
Year
Year of release is shown for production codes. When
it is a reissue, the year is shown as “R” plus a 2 digit
reissue year. Some series and portrait codes have
ranges shown.
THAT’S IT – SIMPLIFY!!

Movie Still ID Website
The book is very easy to use, but if you need more,
there’s the website www.MovieStillID.com.
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A yearly membership in the website costs the same as
the book. In addition to the 45,400 codes that are
available in the book, we have room to sort the
information and present the codes in different ways.
For example, we have the production codes sorted by
over 2000 directors in case you are doing research on
directors.
We also have the production codes sorted by studios,
so if you are researching Mack Sennett, Hal Roach,
Educational Picture shorts, or whatever studio, we
have it available.
And finally, we post New Additions, which are
production codes that we have acquired since the
compilation of the 2013 Edition.
We will continue to document and expand in all
directions on our websites.
Be sure to visit our website (MovieStillID.com) to see
our Movie Still Archive.

Other Research Websites
For movie poster information, visit our website
designed for Beginner to Intermediate collectors
(www.LearnAboutMoviePosters.com).
For our exclusive movie poster research database to
document, sort and research all types of movie
posters, visit our website :
(www.MoviePosterDataBase.com).
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For advance research for movie poster artists,
printers and lithographers logs, lithography plate
numbers, studio logos and dating, printers unions,
National Screen Service logs and information, and
much more, visit our advance website
(www.GlobalCinemaResearch.org)
And finally, for our local website on Louisiana Film
History, visit our Louisiana website
(HollywoodOnTheBayou.com)
Please email (edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com) or
call (504-298-LAMP) as we would love to show you
through our advanced research areas.
We hope that you will enjoy our book. Please let us
know your comments and suggestions. Thank you
and good luck with your research
Ed and Susan Poole
Film Accessory Researchers
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